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I relate an anecdotal history of the beginnings of a new initiative in studies of the

chemical composition of planetary nebulae: namely, investigating abundances

of elements beyond the iron-peak through infrared spectroscopy. In some

planetary nebulae many of these elements display enrichments due to neutron

capture reactions within the progenitor stars. This snippet of history provides an

example of how science advances from the convergence of improvements in

instrumentation, cross-over between fields, and constructive interaction

between theory and observation. It also highlights the fact that terra

incognita and discovery space remains even in seemingly well-established

fields of science.
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Context and motivation

Stars alter the chemical composition of the Universe by hosting nuclear reactions in

their interiors and subsequently finding ways to return the resulting chemically-altered

material to their interstellar environments. The latter happens through stellar winds and

more spectacular final stages of metal-rich outflows, namely supernova remnants and

planetary nebulae (PNe). As agents of chemical enrichment, each lower mass star

produces a smaller total amount of newly synthesized elements than an individual

high mass star does, but the lower mass stars are collectively significant contributors

since they are more prevalent. They are major sources of specific elements including C, N,

and certain trans-iron nuclides produced by the type of neutron-capture reactions called

the slow or s-process because it proceeds by adding neutrons to nuclei at intervals long

enough to allow intermediate products to beta-decay prior to the next neutron capture

(Käppeler et al., 2011). Low to intermediate mass stars provide one of the environments

where such reactions can occur during their Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) phase of

evolution (Busso et al., 1999; Karakas & Lattanzio 2014).

AGB stars have been known to be sites of the s-process as designated by B2FH

(Burbidge et al., 1957) since the discovery of “live,” short-lived (radioactive) Technetium

in Carbon stars by Merrill (1952). Enrichments of many other s-process products
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attributed to in situ synthesis have been detected in C-rich AGB

stars analyzed in detail (e.g. Lambert et al., 1995; Abia et al., 2002,

among many other works). PNe are constituted of the envelopes

of former AGB stars, after multiple episodes of deep mixing

driven by convection homogenize their composition, “salting”

the surface with new atoms of trans-iron elements (Busso et al.,

1999). Since PNe provide a direct view of these evolved stars

caught in the act of enriching their environments in the products

of stellar synthesis, by measuring the amounts of these species in

PNe we empirically and quantitatively establish the roles of AGB

stars as agents of galactic chemical evolution.

The first serious effort to seek signatures of the s-process in

PNe was made by Péquignot and Baluteau (1994, hereafter PB94).

They proposed assignments of many weak emission features in the

spectrum of the bright PN NGC 7027 to transitions of elements in

Rows 4, 5, and 6 of the Periodic Table, with confidence levels

ranging from “definite,” to “possible,” to “hint.” This work was

presented by Daniel Péquignot at the IAU Symposium 180 on

Planetary Nebulae in Gröningen, Netherlands, in August 1996

(Péquignot 1997; Péquignot & Baluteau 1997). His proposal was

received with considerable interest, yet skepticism that was not

entirely unjustified. As PB94 point out, many of the suspected

features from trans-iron elements could instead be intrinsically

weak features of more abundant species, for example the copious

population of permitted lines produced during the recombination

cascades of abundant elements such as CNO, Ne, Si, etc.However,

despite such reservations, a seed had been planted in many minds.

Enter infrared spectroscopy

I was intrigued by the possibility of detecting elements with

heavy atomic masses, very low abundances relative to hydrogen,

and obscure names, in PNe. It was a tantalizing prospect, although

one could hardly hope to match the cornucopia of 52 elements

detected via absorption lines in the verymetal-poor star CS 22892-

052 (e.g. Sneden et al., 2003). I went so far as to obtain an optical

spectrum of NGC 7027 in 1998, with my colleague and stellar

abundance aficionado Chris Sneden, using the newly-launched

10 m Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET) in west Texas. At the time,

the HET was temporarily furnished with an existing medium

resolution spectrometer while the custom-designed first-

generation instruments for the HET were under development.

The HET spectrum confirmed the claimed detection by PB94 of a

(Kr III) line at 6,826 Å, but we deemed it unpublishable since it did

not add significant new information.

From graduate school through my first postdoctoral position

as a National Research Council Fellow at NASA Ames Research

Center, I had studied fine-structure emission lines of more

abundant ions in the mid (Dinerstein 1980) and far infrared

(Dinerstein et al., 1985). The mid infrared hosts fine structure

lines of elements in Row three of the Periodic Table (e.g. S, Cl, and

Ar), plus Ne at the heavy end of Row 2, while lighter species in Row

two such as C, N, and O tend to have lines in the far infrared

(50–200 μm). Following a trend of larger energy level spacings for

elements with higher nuclear charge, the fine-structure transitions

of heavier species lie mostly in the near infrared. Infrared emission

lines from low-lying energy states have advantages over optical

transitions as tools for determining ionic and elemental

abundances. The electron populations in the excited fine-

structure levels of the ground term are considerably greater and

less sensitive to temperature than those in higher energy levels

from which optical lines originate (e.g., Dinerstein 1995). In

addition, some ions do not possess any optical transitions,

notably “two-level atoms” with only one low energy excited

level and hence only one transition in the ground term.

Examples include n p, n p5, n d, and n d9 species, where n is

the principal quantum number of the outermost shell. These

configurations are particularly favorable for observation since

their excited electrons are consolidated into a single level. The

next best cases are species for which the lowest term is a triplet with

closely spaced energies, such as n p2 and n p4 ions.

The optical emission lines highlighted by PB94 are relatively

weak due to the small populations in the relatively high-energy

upper levels of the transitions.Why not look in the infrared for the

corresponding fine-structure lines of the ground terms, which are

likely to be stronger?

This thought intersected in an unexpected way with my long-

term interest in the neutral and molecular components of PNe

(Dinerstein 1991). Near-infrared vibration-rotation transitions of

the ground electronic state of H2 were first detected in the PNNGC

7027 by Treffers et al. (1976). The predominant excitation

mechanisms for these lines are collisional excitation in a warm

thermalized gas (e.g., heated by shocks), and radiative excitation

via absorption of 11.3–13.6 eV photons in the FUV Lyman-

Werner bands of H2 followed by a radiative cascade

(“fluorescence”). Initially it seemed easy to distinguish between

these possibilities due to the sharp dichotomy in the character of

their spectra. A fluorescent spectrum displays a rich array of

emission lines from highly excited (v > 2) levels that are

unreachable by collisions in gas that is cool enough to avoid

dissociating H2 (e.g., Black and van Dishoeck 1987). The reason to

care about which mechanism is responsible is that since radiative

excitation is relatively inefficient, it takes much lessmolecular mass

to produce as intense emission in key vibration-rotation lines from

thermally-emitting H2 than through radiative excitation.

Therefore, identifying the excitation mechanism as fluorescence

would indicate the presence of large amounts ofmolecular material

in PNe. Later the picture became less bifurcated, when additional

factors such as collisional modification of the level populations in

dense radiatively excited H2 (Sternberg & Dalgarno 1989) or time-

dependent effects (e.g., Bertoldi and Draine 1996) were included in

models.

During the mid-1980s I was using the 2.7 m Harlan J. Smith

Telescope at the University of Texas’ McDonald Observatory to

examine the H2 emission spectra of PNe. In some but not all
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cases, it was possible to observe a spatial shift between the ionized

gas and the excited H2, due to the commonly stratified structure

of the photodissociation region (PDR), outside the H II zone

(Hollenbach and Tielens 1997). By serendipity, I chose to observe

the relatively obscure PN Hubble 12 (Hb 12). I arbitrarily started

mapping beyond its compact ionized core by moving to the east

(these were the days of single-beam mapping, long before the

introduction of integral field unit spectroscopy), and stumbled

upon a peak of H2 emission, about 4″ E of the central ionized

nebula, that displayed a fluorescent spectrum (Dinerstein et al.,

1988). For a brief period, Hb 12 became a favorite target for

studying radiatively excited H2 (Ramsay et al., 1993; Luhman and

Rieke 1996). Although it has again sunk into relative obscurity,

Hb 12 shows one of the most remarkably fluorescent H2 spectra

known (Dinerstein et al., 2015; Kaplan et al., 2016).

A few years later, McDonald Observatory acquired a new and

more capable near-infrared spectrometer, CoolSpec (Lester et al.,

2000). In collaboration with Lauren Likkel (Univ. of Wisconsin,

Eau Claire), we resumed investigating H2 emission from PNe.

This survey (Likkel et al., 2006) found mixed excitation

indicators for the H2. In order to more cleanly distinguish

fluorescent from shock excitation, we focused on the K-band

lines from vibrational level v = 3. Although at first taking their

strengths in some PNe as indicators of fluorescence, I soon

became aware of the interfering presence of two unidentified

lines at 2.199 and 2.287 μm. The latter had been noted by Treffers

et al. (1976), the discovery paper for the H2 emission, and is seen

in many PNe including some that showed no other H2 lines.

Geballe et al. (1991) discussed these lines, established that they

could not be the v = 3–2 S(2) and S(3) lines that are nearly

coincident in wavelength with the mystery lines, and probably

arose from an ionized metal species, although they failed to find

an identification among elements up through Zn (element 30).

My “nebulium” moment

Returning to the quest for the fine-structure lines

corresponding to the optical emission lines suspected of

originating from trans-iron elements, a good place to start

was Kr (atomic number 36), the element responsible for the

[Kr IV] lines cited as the strongest of these features by PB94. One

morning in early December of 2000, when I had procured a rare

semester’s leave from teaching, I sat down in our department’s

private reading room (Péridier Library, now replaced by a

computer lab) with a dusty volume of Atomic Energy Levels

(Moore 1952). I looked through the ground-configuration energy

levels of the lowest few ions of Kr. To my shock, I found that the

transition from the first excited level to the ground level in Kr+2

had exactly the right energy to be responsible for the unidentified

line at 2.199 μm. Since the line strength might have been

enhanced by synthesis of Kr during the s-process, here was a

plausible identification at last!

This was the most dramatic instance of the answer to a puzzle

suddenly falling into place that I have experienced; both

surprising and yet essentially expected. I call it my “nebulium”

moment. Such an obscure reference requires me to fill in the

backstory about line identifications in astronomical spectra. The

first part might be familiar: the discovery of helium through its

prominent yellow emission line at 5876 Å in the solar

chromosphere (independently) by Janssen and Lockyer in

1868 (Aldersey-Williams, 2012, pp. 191-92). The designation

“helium” came from its discovery site, and it was not until

1895 that the same emission line was observed by Ramsay

from helium outgassed from terrestrial minerals (Aldersey-

Williams, 2012, p. 332).

By analogy with helium, “nebulium”was proposed as the species

responsible for a pair of strong green emission lines near Hβ, seen for
the first time in the PN NGC 6543 (now widely known as the “Cat’s

Eye Nebula”). This discovery wasmade byWilliamHuggins in 1864,

and was secondary only to his realization that, since the spectrum

showed emission lines, it must be “. . . not an aggregation of stars, but

a luminous gas” (Glass 2006, p. 130). I first became aware that the

green lines, later found to be [O III] 4959 and 5007 Å, were

discovered in NGC 6543 from the first paragraph of a paper by

Czyzak et al. (1968). That ledme eventually to personally track down

and read the original article (Huggins and Miller 1864) in a bound

volume of the proceedings of the Royal Academy, while sitting in a

small, wood-paneled reading room of the main Public Library on

42nd Street in New York City (my home town, as it happens). I had

to do a quick calculation to verify the identity of the PN, since the

latitude coordinate was given in north polar distance rather than

declination! I later read the identification paper (Bowen 1927),

published 63 years after discovery of these lines. There I

discovered that not only had Bowen reasoned that those lines

arise from metastable energy levels of doubly-ionized oxygen, but

he also identified the optical [O II] and [N II] lines also seen in

nebulae. These so-called “strong” optical lines are used today to

determine metallicities in the high-redshift Universe, where they

originate fromH II regions lit up by hot, massive young stars in star-

forming galaxies (e.g., Kewley et al., 2013).

The identity of the infrared [Kr III] line was checked by

comparing its strength to that of [Kr III] 6,826 Å using atomic

data from Schöning (1997) and finding that the intensity ratio of

the two lines was consistent with theoretical predictions. My

approach to identifying the 2.287 μm line was to assume “Kr-

adjacency.” I looked for another, nearby (in the Periodic Table)

element also produced in the s-process and with an even atomic

number (in view of the odd-even effect that causes even-

numbered elements to be more abundant than odd-numbered

ones), and fairly quickly found that there is a [Se IV] line with a

wavelength close to 2.287 μm. A precise check was made by

contacting Yogi Joshi, an atomic physicist at St. Francis Xavier

University in Canada, who kindly provided more exact values of

the energy levels (private communication). It was not possible to

check the identification with another line from the same ion,
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since Se+3 is a “two-level atom” as described above and has no

other transitions in its ground configuration.

The identifications of the [Kr III] and [Se IV] lines were

published in Dinerstein (2001), in the 1 April issue, which might

have led to suspicions that it was an April Fool’s joke. (At least one

possibly skeptical author subsequently attributed it to [K III]!) This

also implied that there were probably other lines of trans-iron

elements in the infrared. While the first two lines were found

through serendipity, from that point on the strategy became a

targeted search for lines that were anticipated to be detectable. In

fall 2001 I was joined in this endeavor by N. C. Sterling, who initially

was my Ph.D. advisee, and continues to be a valued collaborator of

mine and a leader in this field. His survey of over 100Galactic PNe in

Se and Kr (Sterling and Dinerstein 2008; Sterling et al., 2015)

remains the largest-scale survey of neutron-capture elements in PNe.

New instruments and new horizons

Nature places atomic transitions wherever they happen to

land in wavelength, not for the convenience of astronomers.

Since there is no panchromatic instrument that covers the entire

electromagnetic spectrum, if the goal is to pursue lines from

elements of interest wherever they reside, one must be prepared

to utilize a variety of instruments across a range of spectral

regions.

The arrival of a new generation of sensitive, high-spectral

resolution infrared spectrometers around 2014 prompted great

advances. At the University of Texas’ McDonald Observatory we

began using the Immersion Grating Infrared Spectrometer, IGRINS

(Park et al., 2014) on the 2.7 m telescope. We quickly found three

new lines, weaker than the Se andKr lines (Sterling et al., 2016), from

the elements Ge (element 32), Rb (37), and Cd (48). Using IGRINS,

and EMIR (Garzón et. al., 2016) on theGran Telescopio Canarias on

La Palma, we detected lines of Br (35) and Te (52) (Madonna et al.,

2018). With the Habitable-zone Planet Finder HPF (Mahadevan

et al., 2014) on the 10 m Hobby-Eberly Telescope in west Texas, we

discovered lines from a second ion of Te and two ions of Xe (54)

(Dinerstein et al., 2022). Finally, using iSHELL (Rayner et al., 2012)

on the IRTF, NASA’s 3 m Infrared Telescope Facility onMaunakea,

we detected lines from additional ions of Br andRb (Dinerstein et al.,

2021). These new lines were discovered at spectral resolving powers

of R ≥ 30,000, rendering even weak lines visible against the

continuum. Meanwhile, detections of optical emission lines of

trans-iron elements have been accumulating in the literature (e.g.,

Sterling 2020; Kwitter and Henry 2022; Manea et al., 2022).

The role of theory should not be overlooked, as it provides an

invaluable guiding hand for observing strategies. Models of the

evolution and s-process nucleosynthesis of AGB stars tell us

which elements are likely to be enriched and by what factor.

These depend on such parameters as stellar mass and metallicity,

and the treatment of convection and other mixing processes. Groups

using different approaches to these simulations find different

predicted enrichments for some species (e.g., Cristallo et al., 2015;

Karakas and Lugaro 2016; Busso et al., 2021; Yagüe López et al.,

2022). Observations of PNe can provide leverage for selecting among

these alternatives.

Additionally, atomic data from theoretical and experimental

studies are needed to translate line strengths into ionic abundances,

and are often not available in the literature for the species we

observe. Important parameters include accurate energy level

differences, transition probabilities, and collision strengths. For

elemental abundances, we need to correct for the portion of the

element in unobserved ions. Methods for making such corrections

include solving the detailed ionization structure of a nebula using

nebular modeling codes such as Cloudy (Ferland et al., 2017), or

adopting formulations based on grids of suchmodels (e.g., Delgado-

Inglada et al., 2014; Sterling et al., 2015). Both approaches rely on

additional atomic data: photoionization cross-sections,

recombination coefficients, and other microphysical parameters.

Today we are entering an era when infrared spectroscopy will

again open up less-explored spectral regions: segments of

wavelength space that are blocked by the Earth’s atmosphere.

The spectrometers on the James Webb Space Telescope have

lower spectral resolving power than those onmany ground-based

facilities, but may yet reveal new insights, while observations with

ground-based telescopes and instruments will continue to

develop new capacity for discovery.
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